
   General Knowledge Quiz (Comparative/Superlative)   General Knowledge Quiz (Comparative/Superlative)
Complete the sentences using and changing the word in brackets-                            Complete the sentences using and changing the word in brackets. 
Then ask the other group. The answers to these questions are below. Then ask the other group. The answers to these questions are below.

1. Which animal is ………………………………………. (agressive)-  1. Which animal is ……………..…..………….. (small)- a gorilla 
     a hippo or a rhino?    or a chimpanzee?

2. Which country is  ………………………………………..………… (big)-           2. What animal is ………….........….……… (intelligent)-
     Spain or England?    a parrot or a dog?    

3. What animal is ………………………………………………….. (similar)             3. Is it ……………………. (easy) to see a white tiger or a
         to a human being?                          black bear?

4. What is the …………………………………………… (long) 4. What is the ………………………………….……. (high)
    river in Europe? mountain in the world?

5. What planet is ………………………………………. (small)-        5. What´s the ………………………………………... (big) planet 
    Earth or Mercury?                               in the Solar System?          

6. Who is the ……………………………………. (rich) man on Earth?       6.  What´s ……...……………. (big) – France or Spain?

7. Which animal is …………………………………. (difficult) to see-       7. Which is …………………………………………….. (dangerous)
    a penguin flying or a monkey swimming?            a whale shark or a tiger shark?   
8. What´s the ………………………………………... (big)                8. What is the ………………….………………… (fast) land animal
     country in the world?             in the world?

9. Which country is ……………………………….….. (sunny) – the                9. What´s the …………………………… (populated) 
    Congo  or Canada?             city in Europe?               

10. Which country is ……………………………….. (near) to      10. What city is …………………………………. (foggy)-     
      The South Pole – South Africa or Australia? London or Milan?
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

1. Hippo  2. Spain  3. Chimpanzee  4. Danube  5. Mercury        1. Chimpanzee  2. A Parrot  3.Black Bear  4. Everest 
6. Bill Gates  7. Penguin flying              5. Jupiter 6. France  7. Tiger Shark  8. Cheetah (Guepardo)
8. Russia  9. Congo  10. South Africa        9. London  10. Milan 


